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Abstract—GUapp is a platform for job-postings search and recommendation for the Italian public administration. The platform
offers recommendation services with the aim of matching user
skills and requests with job positions available in a given period
of time. The recommender system implemented in GUapp, based
on Latent Dirichlet Allocation, computes the k-nearest neighbors
job positions most similar to the user profile. Furthermore,
in order to improve the user experience, GUapp implements
a chatbot whose goal is to allow users to interact with the
app through natural language. Thanks to that, the search and
recommendation process becomes incremental and the user can
add new requirements at each stage of the interaction. In this
paper we present GUapp, its recommender system, and the
chatbot developed for achieving an effective interaction with the
user. In the next future, we will carry out in-vivo and in-vitro
experiments for evaluating the system and its components in
deep.
Index Terms—Recommender System, Public Administration,
Topic Modeling, Conversational Recommender System

I. I NTRODUCTION
The information overload is a well-known problem that
impacts the digital experience of users when they need to find
interesting items in a large set of possible options [1]. That
is the case of looking for a book to read, a digital camera
to buy, a movie to watch, and so on. Another scenario when
this problem is particularly felt is when, for example, a user
is looking for a new job. In this context the only strategy
people can adopt is to manually selecting interesting and not
interesting job calls, thus resulting in a clumsy user experience.
Moreover, job calls usually have a limited time span for
applying and, for this reason, it is important to constantly look
for interesting job openings over time as quick as possible.
The GUapp platform has been designed and developed to
find and discover job positions among job offers in the Italian
public administration1 .
In the literature, this problem has been investigated in
the information-retrieval (IR) and recommender-system (RS)
research areas. In the first case, systems do not take into
account the user past preferences and retrieve the most relevant
items according to the user query. On the other hand, even
though the goal of a RS might seem similar to that of an IR
1 All the documents are freely available online at https://www.
gazzettaufficiale.it/30giorni/concorsi
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system, a profile of the user is built. This allows to propose
services tailored on the specific characteristics of the user, and
in our case to provide a personalized ranked list of items.
The GUapp’s RS classifies jobs according to their topics and
a k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) methods is used to compute a
personalized recommendation list. That list is daily updated
and provided to the user. The user’s past preferences are
used for ranking the job positions she might be interested in.
Moreover, GUapp offers a natural-language based interaction
through a chatbot. The GUapp’s chatbot allows the user to
define her interests, describe her skills, and filter out results
that do not match whit her requirements. Obviously, different
back-end services of GUapp have to be invoked in order to
satisfy the user requests.
GUapp is available both as mobile app and as responsive
Web client so that the UI is dynamically adapted to the user
behavior in order to proactively show the right view as the app
opens. Hence, the overall experience of the user is improved
by anticipating her needs. Furthermore, the first view of the
app is adapted to the previous user interactions. Hence, GUapp
shows the list of new jobs, the recommendations, or the chatbot
at startup, based on the user preferences. An evaluation of the
whole system and the individual components has not been
carried out yet. However, this is our next step as future work.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Section II
introduces the job-recommendation task, whereas Section III
analyses the most relevant researches. Section IV describes
the architecture of the system. The interaction with the app
is described in Section V. Finally, Section VII outlines the
principal conclusions and the future work.
II. T HE J OB R ECOMMENDATION TASK
A set of peculiar aspects of the job-recommendation task
has been defined in the literature [2], [3]:
•
•
•
•

acquisition of the user skills and abilities;
bidirectional recommendations, for the recruiter and for
the candidate;
recommendations based also on the relational aspects
between the candidate and the team members;
candidate considered only one time, contrary to other
domains such as movie or music recommendation.

Figure 1 graphically depicts the workflow of a job recommender system. In the context of GUapp, the attention is
focused on the first aspect, namely the acquisition of user
skills and abilities. Indeed, the goal of GUapp is to propose
relevant job positions to the candidate, thus a crucial step is to
build a user profile as accurate as possible. Given the nature
of the job positions managed by GUapp, provided by Public
Administrations that are obliged to hold public competitions,
the bidirectional recommendation is not implemented. Also
the team-relation matching, is not considered, since it is a
characteristic of private organizations.

Fig. 1: The Job Recommendation Task

III. R ELATED W ORK
The work proposed in this paper cuts across two principal research areas: recommender systems and conversational
agents. Recommender Systems (RSs) can in turn be grouped
into two main classes, according to the paradigm implemented:
Collaborative Filtering (CF) and Content-based (CB). Independently from the paradigm adopted, the aim of any RS is
to help users to address the information overload problem.
RSs prioritize the delivery of information for individual users
based on their learned preferences [4]. Hence, RSs support
the user during the decision making process when she has
to decide among a large set of different options. In CF the
recommender system exploits the user community in order to
identify items potentially interesting for a given individual.
This kind of RS is generally implemented in online platforms
like Amazon [5], Netflix [6], and so on. The basic idea behind
these recommendation strategy is that similar users like similar
items. Conversely, CB RSs do not need any community and
recommendations are based on the matching between user
preferences and textual content associated to the items [1].
For GUapp we implemented a CB RS since the goal of the
application is to match the user requests/preferences with the
textual description of the job call. The specific task of job
recommendation is widely investigated in the literature given
the large diffusion of internet-based recruiting platforms [7].
In the past, the most used approaches for job recommendation
were based on boolean search and filtering [2]. Later, the
attention has been focused on the problem of catching the user

preferences and building a user profile. In [8] the authors propose a system that builds the user profile by passively detecting
click-stream and read-time behaviour of users. This is the
same strategy adopted in GUapp with the goal of reducing the
user effort for defining her preferences. Malinowski et al. [2]
builds a multi-slot profile with information about demographic
data, job experience, language, and IT skills. Similarly, in
GUapp, this kind of information is acquired from the LinkedIn
social network. This strategy is also useful for addressing the
cold-start problem. As regards the recommendation algorithm,
Amato et al. [9] compared several algorithms for matching
candidate profiles with job descriptions. From their study, LDA
emerged as the best algorithm in terms of precision, recall, and
f-measure, compared to other machine-learning and rule-based
approaches. LDA is also used in [10] for building a set of
features of job postings and user profiles. A hybrid approach
is proposed in [11]. The authors combine content-based and
KNN in a fashion very similar to that used in GUapp.
The second research area relevant for this work is that of
Conversational Agents (CAs). CAs are software agents able
to interact with the user through natural language. Generally,
CAs can be classified in two main classes: end-to-end and
modular systems [12]. The former are generally based on
neural networks [13], [14], [15], [16] and they learn a dialog
model from a set of past conversations [17]. These systems
demonstrated good performances for chit-chat dialogs. The
modular systems are pipeline-based agents and are composed
of a set of modules, each with a specific function [18],
[19], [20], [21]. Modular agents generally work fine for
goal-oriented system. A Conversational Recommender System
(CoRS) can be surely classified as a goal-oriented system,
whose goal is precisely to make recommendations in a given
domain. The main difference between a CoRS and a traditional
RS is the interaction with the user that is more efficient
and natural [22]. Accordingly, the construction of the user
profile is incremental and the user can express her preferences
at different stages of the recommendation process by an
interactive human-like dialog [23]. That is the aspect that
we tried to emphasize by implementing a chatbot in GUapp.
There is not a very extensive literature on CoRSs. In [24]
the authors propose the idea of combining Virtual Assistants
and CoRSs. Recently, CoRSs have been effectively used and
tested in different domains such us music, movie, and book
[25], [26]. However, to the best of our knowledge, GUapp
represents the first attempt of implementing a CoRS for the
job-recommendation task.
IV. T HE GU A P P ’ S A RCHITECTURE
In Figure 2 the GUapp’s architecture is sketched. We can
find five main components: the Orchestrator, the Chatbot, the
Recommender System, the User Profiler, and the Crawler.
The Orchestrator is a sort of hub for GUapp. It manages
the interaction between the different components of the system
in order to satisfy the user requests. Hence, for example, it
invokes the recommender system when user asks for receiving

a personalized list of job positions based on the information
stored in her profile.
The Chatbot is the component of GUapp which allows
user to interact through natural language. It is powered by
DialogFlow2 and performs two main tasks: intent and entity
recognition. The Intent Recognizer (IR) analyzes the request
of the user expressed in natural language and understands her
goal. That is a crucial step in order to identify the back-end
services to be invoked for accomplishing the request. For example, if the user writes I am looking for a new job in Bari the
IR identifies as intent new job. Actually, at this stage, GUapp
is able to recognize three intents: welcome, new job, refine.
The intent welcome is automatically recognized when user
activates the chatbot, which results in starting the conversation
with a welcome message from the agent. The new job intent
is activated when the user sends a message with the goal
of looking for a new job, as in the example above. Finally,
refine is an intent that is activated when the user adds new
requirements to her previous request. As an example, after the
first message I am looking for a new job in Bari, user might
write I prefer jobs at university. In that case, refine is triggered
and this new request is added to the user request. Once
the intent has been recognized, the Entity Recognizer (ER)
is invoked in order to check whether the sentence contains
mentions to real-world entities. ER is implemented through
DialogFlow as well. It adopts a fuzzy-matching strategy in
order to identify entities in the user sentence. The set of entities
is explicitly defined in a vocabulary. In the case the match
succeeds, the recognized entity is returned. In the example
above, the entity is Bari, a city of southern Italy. At this time,
the entities in the vocabulary are related only to cities and
job-place categories (e.g. university, municipality).

Fig. 2: The GUapp’s Architecture
The third component of the system is the User Profiler (UP).
UP stores and updates information about user preferences and
habits. The user profile is built by analysing implicit and
explicit feedback. As for the explicit ones, user can bookmark
job positions and give ”Like” feedback. Furthermore, explicit

feedback is also gathered by analysing natural language messages sent by the user to GUapp. Indeed, user can refine
the retrieved list of relevant job positions as described above.
Other important sources for getting information about user
are social networks, and more specifically LinkedIn3 . Indeed,
GUapp offers authentication by LinkedIn APIs. Thanks to this
integration, the user profile in GUapp can be fed with data
coming from public information stored in the social network.
GUapp is able to get information about reachable cities and
skills.
This is an effective strategy for addressing the cold-start
problem. As a matter of fact, when user signs in to the app
for the first time, her profile is empty (i.e. cold-start situation).
Thanks to the LinkedIn integration, GUapp is able to rank job
calls by exploiting information stored in the social profile.
As for the implicit signals, in the mobile app we measure
how long users read articles and from which view. More
specifically, for each user we record: i) list of open positions,
ii) searches, iii) recommendations.
The Recommender System is another core component of
GUapp. Its behaviour and implementation is described in
Section VI.
Finally, GUapp implements a Crawler that daily extracts
the job positions from Gazzetta Ufficiale, the official journal
of record of the Italian government.
V. GU A P P @ WORK
As mentioned above, every day new job opportunities in
the public administration are announced. Our back-end infrastructure crawls new public calls daily. GUapp offers two kind
of UI: a Web Interface and an Android Application. Let us
consider a running example in order to explain how GUapp
works.
Paolo is looking for a new job and he visits the GUapp
Web Site4 . The home page is shown in Figure 3. Here Paolo
types Bari in the search box and he receives a list of open job
positions located in Bari as shown in Figure 4. Calls are sorted
in descending order of deadline, putting in the first positions
those that expire first. Paolo browses the list of retrieved calls,
but since the list is very large, he changes his query in the hope
of better filtering the results. Since he would find a job position
in a health institution, Paolo types as keywords healthcare job
calls in Bari, which results in a more refined list of open job
positions. Paolo finds an interesting job call, thus he clicks
on Details (i.e. Dettagli) and all the information published for
that job position are shown in a new tab as well as a link to
the official document provided from the recruiter.
The details include the job place, type, the deadline for
applying, and a summary. However, the selected call does
not fully satisfy Paolo, thus he explores the Competitions
(i.e. Concorsi) tab, which contains all the available job calls
provided by the Gazzetta Ufficiale. The GUapp Web Site
can not really helping Paolo in finding his job, since it was
3 https://www.linkedin.com/

2 https://dialogflow.com/

4 https://guapp.sisinflab.poliba.it

Fig. 3: GUapp Web Site

Fig. 4: Searching results in GUapp Web Site

designed as an open-job-position search engine, thus Paolo
ends his search hoping to find an interesting job call in the
next days. Some days later, Paolo visits again the GUapp Web
Site, but he has to start over his search since the website does
not store his user profile and his previous interactions have
not been recorded.
Let us now to consider the interaction through the Android
app. The scenario is the same, thus Paolo is looking for a new
job and he launches the GUapp Android Application on his
smartphone. GUapp asks the Paolo’s credentials for the login.
Indeed, the main difference between the mobile app and the
web-site version is the capability of building a user profile.
That is a great advantage for the user since he can receive
personalized services. Here Paolo has two options: to create
his own account providing e-mail address and password, or to
sign in through the LinkedIn account. Paolo decides to sign
in to the app through his LinkedIn account and he chooses

the information to share with GUapp. He grants to GUapp
permissions for getting information on reachable locations and
skills. Now, the main default view of the app is a list of all
job calls ordered by deadlines. Since Paolo does not want
to browse a huge amount of items provided by the system,
he selects the Recommendations (i.e. Suggeriti) view, which
shows a list of recommended open job positions computed on
his preferences, as depicted in Figure 5a. It is worth to note
that the recommendation list is also daily pushed to Paolo in
a proactive way. The application exploits data gathered from
LinkedIn in order to build a first list of recommendations.
The list includes job calls whose location and requirements
match with Paolo’s approachable cities and skills got from
LinkedIn. Here Paolo browses the recommended items that can
potentially match his interests, and once he has found some
interesting job calls, he taps them for getting more details.
Hence, GUapp shows more information for the selected job
calls in a fashion very similar to the web app. Paolo now
expresses his preferences by tapping the corresponding like
button for the calls deemed interesting. After he rated all the
open job positions in which he is interested in, Paolo selects
the Favourite (i.e. Favoriti) view for marking on his agenda
the deadlines.
GUapp implements also a conversational interface through a
chatbot (Figure 5b). Accordingly, user can dialog with GUapp
performing requests in natural language. Users can ask for a
job position in a given location or saying her preferences about
a specific job opportunity by simply writing natural language
sentences. The main difference compared to the search box
is that the chatbot allows to acquire the user preferences
incrementally. Hence, Paolo who is still looking for a job,
selects the GUapp Bot view. GUapp Bot asks to exploit
the LinkedIn’s information for the current session. However,
Paolo ignores this option and sends the message I am looking
for a job at university. Hence, GUapp shows a ranked list of

(a) Recommendations

(b) Chatbot

Fig. 5: Screenshots of the Android application.

job calls. The GUapp behaviour is the same of the search box
so far. However, Paolo can refine his request. He writes Are
there positions in Torino?. At this point GUapp has a new
information to exploit and it uses it for refining the list of
retrieved job positions. In the case Paolo wants to perform a
new search, he sends the message new search and he can start
over.
VI. T HE D OCUMENT-BASED R ECOMMENDER S YSTEM
BEHIND GU A P P
The recommender system behind GUapp helps users in
finding interesting job postings among all the calls daily
published. GUapp recommends jobs by analyzing unstructured
text that describes both requirements for the job application
and duties of the job itself.
A pre-processing step is performed on the text and it
consists in removing stop-words from all the documents.
Furthermore, words having a frequency greater than 95% and
words that appear in the collection less than 2 times are
removed, given to their low informative power. The size of
vocabulary is limited to 1, 000 features (words). This means
that the final vocabulary V = [w1 , . . . , wm ] contains the m
top words in the collection, ordered by their term frequency
in the whole dataset. Each document d is represented in a Bagof-Words matrix R ∈ Nn×m where n denotes the number of
documents and m the size of V . Each entry rij ∈ R of the
matrix is an integer that counts the number of occurrences for
the term wj in the document di .

Since we have no training data, the only option we can
leverage to generate recommendations is to exploit Unsupervised Learning algorithms. We decided to use topic modeling
to build clusters of words. Each document is then represented
by all the topics t, each having a specific weight.
We adopted LDA [27] for topic modelling. It is a generative
probabilistic model that tries to find groups of words that
appear frequently together across different documents. It is
widely adopted to link text in a document to specific topics.
LDA builds a topic per document Q and a word per topic
P model, as shown in Figure 6. The algorithm has only one
hyperparameter k representing the number of topics modeled.
In GUapp, we empirically found that 10 is a good number of
prior topics in our setting.
Given n documents, m words, and k prior number of topics,
the model is trained to predict: i) the distribution of words for
each topic; ii) the distribution of topics for each document.
LDA works by assigning a random topic t to each word of the
document. Iteratively, for each word w and for each document
d, it computes p(t | d) as the proportion of words in d that are
currently assigned to t and p(w | t) as the proportion of word
w assigned to the topic t over the whole collection. Eventually,
it reassigns each word w to a new topic, using the probability
that topic t generates word w, as
t(w) = p(t | d) · p(w | t)
In GUapp we normalize the matrix Q which represents
the ”document to topic” distribution so that topics for each
row (document) are scaled between 0 and 1. Since we want

Fig. 6: Topic modeling with Latent Dirichlet Allocation.

to recommend only open positions to which the user might
want to apply, we filter out all the expired documents from R
and we compute the cosine similarity on the new matrix. For
each topic, we select the top-50 documents never rated by the
user, ranked according to their similarity score in the matrix.
Documents with a score equal to zero are filtered out. Thus,
we generate a top-50 recommendation list of job positions for
each user. It is noteworthy that, following [28], the topics of
the recommended documents are in the same proportion of the
user’s liked topics.
VII. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
In this paper we presented a platform for searching jobs
in the Italian public administration. GUapp is composed by a
recommender system that suggests relevant jobs to the users,
and a mobile app client that allows users to interact with the
platform. One of the most interesting aspect of the mobile
version is the integration of a chatbot that makes the interaction more natural. Indeed, the preference elicitation becomes
an incremental process, with the possibility of refining and
improving the user requests. Although very useful from a
practical perspective, the entire ecosystem results to be an ideal
candidate for AB tests related to user interactions as well as for
the recommendation engine to be adopted in similar scenarios.
Finally, we are setting up a platform in order to share the
dataset coming from GUapp usage with the industrial and
academic community.
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